How We Play on Game Day

Play to win AND develop

USA Style of Play | Mind (tactical) — Ball (technical) — Body (physical)

WE WILL NOT TRY TO WIN BY:

- Cheating
- Violent or reckless play
- Using physical or mental intimidation
- Disrespecting our opponents
- Disrespecting the match officials
- Playing kick ball (boot it)

WE WILL TRY TO WIN BY:

- Playing with the American style of play
  - Speed of Play
  - Tactical Awareness
  - Technical Execution
  - Confident Mentality
  - Positional Skills & Responsibility
  - Professional Habits
  - Ambitious Going Forward
  - Aggressive in Defense
- Playing skillful and intelligent soccer
- Playing within the rules
- Giving our all to support our teammates
- Trying our best to use what we learned in training
  - Do your job
- Respecting our Teammates, our Opponents and the match Officials

WE PLAY WITH:

- A smile on our faces
- Laughter in our hearts
- A passion for the game

The Game for All Kids!®